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DIGEST:

it A protester's mere disagreonont with
the agency's technical evaluation of
its proposal does not meet the pro-
tester's burden of showing the evalu-
ation is unreasowiable.

2. It is within the discrction of the
agency to eliminate a lower ranked
technically acceptable proposal from
the competitive range where meaningful
cdscussions cannot bh held with miore
than one offeror because the agency
reasonably believes that the lower
ranked proponal cannot be brought up
to the level of the superior one, even
t.hough a competitive range ct one will
result.

Lloyd 1.. Clayton & Associates, Inc., proterts thle
exclusion of its proposal from the competitive range under
request for proposals (RUP) No, 11SA240--BC1IS-31(l)DLP issued
by the Department of Health and Human Services (killS) for
technical assistance on various health care projects. Two
proposals were submitted in response to the RPP. 11ilS
limited the competitive range to, and held discussions
with, only on(e firm, Community hIealth) Management Corp.,
to which it ultiraately awarded a contract.

Lloyd Clayton asserts that its proposal arbitrarily
was e:cluded from the competitive range, thus depriving
it of the opportuunity to enter into oral or writLeni
discussions twitLh fil' for award consideration. Additionally,
the protestet contends that any JpropoiQL undar this and
other fillS solicitatiom.; which, like Comlmunit*' H1ealth,
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offered to use a certain subcontractor received prefer-
ential evaluation and award consideration due to the
influence that that subcontractor allegedly has with 1IIIS.

We deny the protest.

1111S solicited for the services of a cortractor to provide
a neLtuork of professional consultants within tIllS Regiou, VfI
(Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska) to Bureau of Cominmunity
Health Services supported health care projects, National
Health Service Corfes sites and cortain non-Federal health
care oroanizations

Thi RIVP advised offerors that, for award purposes, eval-
uation of technical and cost proposals would be of equal *alue.

Technical proposals were evaluated against the follow-
ing criteria set forth in the RFP with a point scale indicating
their relative importance:

Evaluation Criteria Point Scale

Experience . . . . . . . 30

Personnel 30

Problem and Approach . . . . . . . 30

Facilities . . . . 10

Total: 100

A summary of the actual technical evaluation scores for
the two proposal5--broken out according to the scores for
the four 1RP evaluation criteria and the three individual eval-
uators (A, n and C)--is shown below:

Community Health

Criteria A B C

Experience 25 25 3n

Personnel 28 30 25

Problen and Approach 28 29 30

Facilities .10 10 10

Totalr. 91 94 95

Average Total: 93.3
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Lloyd Clayton

Criteria A 18 C

Experience 15 19 25

Personnel 20 18 20

Problem and Approach 20 19 25

Facilities 5 8 10

Totals 60 64 80

Average Total; 68

With regard to cost proposals, Community Health offerAd
to perform the work for an estimated cost-plus-fixed-fec of
$236,208. Lloyd Clayton's offer was $245,446.

tillS reports that Lloyd Clayton's 68 point technical rat-
ing was based primarily on the following four major deficien-
cies the agency found in the proposal: 1) The core team
proposed by Lloyd Clayton had little experience in rural
health care, family planning, and maternal and child health
programs; 2) The proposed core staff had limited clinical
experience; 3) Lloyd Clayton's resource pool consultants reside
on the east and west coasts, thus limiting their availability
to the Region VII midwest area due to travel costs; 4) Lloyd
Clayton's proposal did not satisfactorily state the approach
which it planned to take in accomplishing tasks in the scope
of work, rather it merely repeated portions of the scope of
work. Those and other deficiencies are noted in the evalua-
tors' individual evaluation sheets..

tillS found that correction of these deficiencies would be
possible only by a major roirdion bf the Lloyd Clayton proposal
which would require, as a minimum, significant substitution of
personnel and a total rewrite of the approach to carrying out
the scope of work.

After review of the technical and cost cvaluations, the
contracting officer determined that while the proposal frorn
Lloyd Clayton wcas marcjinally accopLable and thus poton:ially
susceptible of being ral1 (tcpl-tal)o) through tile IleJOC tation
discussion process, it nonctiielens did not have a t..;'nabie
chance of being selected for award in the face of ½:;oiurai ty
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Recalth's significantly higher technical score and lower
proposed cost, Accordingly, MIS l1s ited the coiipetitive rangec
to the proposal from CorimuliLy Health, and after discussions
made award to that firm,

With regard to the technical evaluation, Iloyd Clayt:on's
only rebuttal to 1115''s asserjssenvnt of the major weao;ennes in
its proposal consists of bare statements that its plroposal did
in fact satisfy RWP requirrements. Thusn, Lloyd Clayton merely
disagrees with IIIIS's technical evaluation, However, because
contracting officials are given a considerable rangc of judg-
ment and discretion in carrying out a techinical evaluation,
the protester's more disagreement with the agency's evaluation
cloes not meet the protester's burden of Showing Lthat the evalu-
ation was unreasonable, Virginia State Univers ty, U-202502,
August 12, 1981, 01-2 CPP 129. Therefore, sP;ice leloyd Clayton
has provided no bases for us to question the substance or
tIHS's technical evaluations, and since it is not our function
to evaluate technical proposals anew, we will accept, as
reasonable, Ill.S's evaluation findings, See Architectural
Preservation Consultants; Resource AnalyQSs, Inc., 11-200072,
D-200872.41 8-200955.2, December 8. 1901, Bl-2 CPD 4416.

Notwithstanding the weaknesses IIIS found in its proposal,
Lloyd Clayton believes that IIIIS's determination that the pro-
posal was marginally acceptable at least required the agency
to include the proposal in thce competitive range for irittcra
or oral discura3ions, especially to avoid a competitive range
of only one firm. We do not agree. A proposal which is rated
as technically acceptable nay be eliminated from the cornpeti-
tive range if there is no reasonable chance that it will be
selected for award. llittman Associates, Inc., B-198319',
December 17, 1900, 00-2 MID 437. In other words, if in the con-
tracting agency's judgment neaningful discussions cannot be
held with more than one offeror because it reasonably believes
that the lowier ranked proposal cannot be brought up to the
level of the superior one, we lhave considered that selection
to be within the agency's discretion. Art . nderson Associates,
1l-193054, Januarey 29, 1909, 30-1 CrI 77. :cw do not bzelieve
IIIIS abusod its discretion by holding discussions only With
Comnunity Hlealtlh when the other offeror, TIloyd Clayton, whose
proposal %,as deealed only marginally acceptable, was initially
rated more than 25 points lowc;r will imiore than a S9,P00 Iaylwer
estimat~ed cost. Soc lietila Works, Iinc.e, 11-204602.2, January 19,
1902, 61 Conp. Gon, __ , 82-1 CPF)7F 4 Thti; , Lloyd
Clayton's protest on this biasis is without legal merit.

linally, T.loyd Clayton's bare allegation that Comnunity
Health's offer to use a certain firm as its suhcontractor
resu]tedl in all improper prefcir-sntial cvaiua Lion treatment by
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111S is not suppjorteLd by the record. Since Iloyd Clayton has
provided no affirriative evidence in support of thi3 allegation
of imp.1ropliety, it has failed to susta:in its burden of proof
and Lherefore we will not consider this matter.

The protest isi denied.

(Lu '¾ tw-_ ~t. ._*,

kh. Cornpt oller General
of the Unit.ed States




